Base: We know each angle of a square is 90 deg: the last math
digit and zero. As per rules of maths it’s selfless action of human
centred on truth and the unseen, thereby salvation. The sum of 4
angles 360: space-time-consciousness and law. The 3 dissimilar
fundamental constituents in entirely different planes, impossible to
unite even in thinking are: one is space, one time, one consciousness. Written distinctly as: 111. Adding the law: 1116. As colour
denotes space-time-consciousness, we can replace 111 by colour.
Based on rules of colour given to nature, it’s the dark red of soil,
dark green of foliage and deep blue of sky in the ratio 117, with
one colour from the 3 joining with the same colour as 6, the law.
Just as when math order passes through
the basic law of the golden ratio it provides
pleasing appearance, when the golden ratio
passes through colour it provides feelings of
most pleasantness, warmth and appeal. The
area of a circle (0.785) evolving out of a unit
square represents 7 denoting the unseen and
2 of the golden numbers. Just as the golden

ratio is pleasing to the eye, the ordering of all points pleasing to
one another results in a circle. In nature, the golden ratio is seen
represented by a form or an object. If golden ratio has its own form,
then it must indeed be unique and most precious. The symbols given
below have evolved from the sequence 1,1,2,3,5 through 6 stages of
law. Its inside is a symbolic representation of its math analyses. This
own form of golden ratio is also the basis of face given to human–the
only creation in universe that’s given knowledge of the unseen. It’s
given in the next Manifest page. The most elevated in realms of
thinking is the ability to intellectually think about the unseen and the
Creator–the cause for creation of universe. It’s also the unavoidable
deed of human to think about the reason for
being here in material universe. An awareness regarding the unseen as a feeling that
something factually exists beyond this visibility prevailed from the beginning of humankind. To satisfy such a state of mind human
approached it in the light of acquired knowledge and experience existing at each time.

T H E M essage

Preface: Such a phase has never happened and air, in short everything. We learn now the based on first principles and scientifically
before, happens just once. Wisdom of utmost physical and functional characteristics of at- acquired broad factual descriptions of the
significance relating science and humanity oms, cells, plant and animal species, natural universe are necessary to grasp such matters
is getting revealed exposing the causal basis phenomena, solar system, galaxies and dark at first. To help us decrypt the basic truths
behind everything from the tiniest of parti- energy. It’s possible to decode the encoded pri- encrypted in every species including human
cles to mighty galaxy clusters. Confirming all mal reasons of why each object and species body, in natural phenomena, solar system,
phases of knowledge from first human until formed and functions thus. Just as travelling and whole of the universe we’ll have its secret
now brought by prophets, reformers, vision- to infinities of universe, we read here about codes of maths, geometry, hue, primal facts
aries, scientists and thinkers, it discloses with the journey to infinities of intellect. Knowing of space-time-consciousness, and Scripture in
logical evidence why human stands distinct how an object forms and functions with its formula form existing for millennia. Human,
with intellect from rest of the species, why nature will take us with proof to the causality the first effect of the First Cause (Creator ‘1>1’
the Earth exists with its innumerable species, of formation and functioning of entire uni- Soul) behind the origin of the universe gifted
nature and ecology, is kept in the solar system verse. Just as we interpreted the great book with exceptional ability to ponder about the
with its lively habitat at position, orbit and of human genes in genome project, we can unseen, entered the physical universe and is
distance from the Sun, and why humankind know causal reasons behind occurrences of at the doors of 1Humanics, true birth-intendis included in this habitat. Its realm includes natural phenomena and evolution of species ed abode. Revealing the 2Huematical Theory
bases of hue and maths, particles and cells, with precise, clear proofs. Deep reflection, of Everything, the Wisdom appears as the
species and planets, stars and galaxies, water supreme logical reasoning, true knowledge Inevitable Reality and an order to humanity.
 BEFORE THE FIRST PULSE BEFORE THE FIRST PARTICLE: THE PRIMAL NORMS 
Prepare: To enter the extensive areas of Christianity and Islam, science academies, ju- society must be formed that guides forward
exalted phase 3Ceenom destined for human a diciary, UN, scientific journals and media in- every fundamental fact about everything
comprehensive endeavour must be initiated cluding National Geographic, Discovery and scientifically, logically, without conflicting
at once. A team of exceptionally competent, Animal Planet need to act collectively in this beliefs or prejudices, enjoining righteousness
responsible intellects with strong scientific most important stage. Message Ceenom is and creativity along the birth-intended path;
background and logical thinking is needed to only a preface and has been sent to the List that this wisdom is transferred to them; and
grasp matters, subject them to close scrutiny Informed (Ch:58). Every capable individual (iii) I’m fulfilling what I’ve been ordered to.
and evidences, and fulfil obligation to convey who receives this has a duty to read atten- Since the entire universe and its phenomena
to humankind. This Message is part of this tively without prejudice, think deeply and are set up for human, the sublime creation,
effort. Fact that it’s given to one human mind take the right decision quickly. I expect each of before the first pulse before the first particle
signifies Wisdom has been disclosed. Every you will carry out your duty depending on your of the countless galaxies, we as humans
intellect needs to hasten to know the Reality position and authority. As time is precious, must find the primal causal laws determined
and take part in this unparalleled moment. we can’t have it for praises or opinions. This in that undisclosed state. Just as life and
Universities like Oxford, Harvard, MIT and is informed to over 2000 important places body are essential for a soul’s presence, this
Cambridge, research centres such as NASA, because: (i) I’m made to perceive clear proofs evidence-based Wisdom is a must for human
ESA, CERN and LIGO, renowned scientists, regarding matters of greatest significance journey to its destination. With clear logical
Nobel laureates, all heads of nations, leaders that existed from the earliest time but had no thinking we must enter most extensive
phase
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Ceenom
of religions including the Hinduism, Judaism, single answer; (ii) I understand that a human ceenom at once. Abdul Khader
 BE IN DIVINE SYSTEM THE SOLAR SCRIPTURE: PREAMBLE TO THE UNIVERSE 
Essence: 2,8 denote retrograding orbits and closed shell of valence The Basic law of origination; controls every particle constantly; comelectrons; 28 Arabic letters, 3 phonemes each. Ceen ( )سnotates plements, supplements hue and maths. 3.Ceenom: The law uniting
space-time-consciousness trio (c3); RGB: hue (h3) denotes c3 in matter eternal First Command (Om) with c3. 4. Star of Ceen: Geometric
(c3⇔h3); forms maths (m32=c3⊗h3); c3: essential feelings (c3⇔f3⇔h3). symbol of humankind denoting Covenant between Creator and
Genetically inscribed in mind as Commands (m9=c3⊕f3⊕h3)⇒sal- creation; formula of all formulae; the entire law of creation; unites
vation (0). 1. Humanics (m32⇒1>1), the First effect of the Primal c3 and h3; denotes the almanac with m32; keeps human on intended
Cause; one and only effect that caused the universe. 2.Huematics: path to humanics. This chapter sent to >1000 in List Informed.

